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E. G. Litinsky(*) 
Let Q(x) be polynomial  of  degree q interpolat ing x m at the points x-i, i = 0, 1, . . . ,  q, where 
x i  are zeros of  the Tchebyshef f  polynomial  o f  degree q + 1 on the interval [0, 1]. 
If  q is o f  order x/m, then Q(x) approximates x m well enough. This result is used to obtain a 
good approximat ion to the solut ion o f  a system o f  l inear differential  equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
dy'(t)  = A~ (t) ( I )  
dt 
be a system of ordinary differential equations with 
constant coefficients. ~(t) is a vector, dim ~(t) = n, 
A is a f'txed square matrix, dim A = n. 
Let Xi , i= 1, 2 .... ,n, be the eigenvalues of A. We 
assume that 
aft Xi are real numbers and 
~'n < kn-1 < "'" < X1 • 0 (2) 
It is well known that to calculate the numerical solu- 
tion of system (1) at the point t = t 0, ~(0) being 
given, is difficult in case the numbers (~'1 - Jkn),lXn[, 
n are large since the number of calculations required 
becomes very large. 
Henceforth we seek the solution ~(1) of (1) at the 
point t = 1. The general case t = t 0 is reduced to it 
by the substitution (t0A) for A in system (1). 
If condition (2) is valid there exists a basis which 
consists of eigenvectors c i of A : Ac i = k i c i. Then 
the general solution of (1) at a point t is represented 
as follows : 
n 
y(t) = i~1 xi exp(Xit) ci (3) 
where x i are determined by the initial condition y(0). 
Denote :
def n X i 
~'(t) == Z xi(1 + )mt ci" (4) 
i=1 m - 
Solution (3) is usually calculated numerically in the 
form (4), exp(Xit ) being replaced by 
ki .mt [Xi[ < m ,(i + T)  ' 
Our aim is to calculate ~'(1). Let us assume that we 
i 
have calculated vectors ~'(m~--), j = 0, 1 ..... q, (e.g. 
using Euler's method). Let p(x) de__f ~ x j be the 
j=oaj 
best approximation polynomial for the monomial xm 
on the interval [0, 1] and let 
def 
E(q,m) = = max Ix m-p(x )  l .Then : 
xe[O,  1] 
L n q + -~X: )j aj "~(m ) = x i c i aj(1 j'-O i2;=1 j~O 
n 
= i=l ~ xi ci(1 +_~__)m + i~_lXiCi0i E ( q , _  m) 
m 
= ~'(1) +iX=l 0 i E(q,m) x i c i ;lOil •1. 
), 
Note thatO•  l+-k  • 1 ash  i•Oandt ) , i l  < m. 
If E(q, m) is sufficiently small then we have a way 
to approximate $'(1). 
We are interested to fred the least q for which 
E (q, m) • e, where m and e > 0 are given. Howeveg 
the best approximation polynomial p(x) is unknown, 
so we shall use another polynomial instead of p (x). 
2. APPROXIMATION OF x m 
Let a set of points x i, i= 0, 1 ..... q, be chosen for 
each q in the interval [0, 1]. 
Denote 
m 
def q q w(x) == II (x-xi) ;  Q(x) def w (x) x i 
i=0 == i=0 w" (xi)(x-xi)" 
Then polynomial Q (x) interpolates x m at the points 
x i, i = 0, 1 ..... q. Values of x i will be given later. 
We denote 
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(Q) def am.x [ x m - Q (x) [ ; obviously 
xe[0,1] 
(Q) ~ E (q, m). 
A special choice of  x i allows us to estimate E (Q) 
and to estimate the minimal q for which 
E(Q) g e: q-min de=f rain {q: E(Q) • e). We denote 
def 
henceforth qmin = = rain (q : E (q, m) • e).  
We use the specially constructed polynomial Q(x) 
instead of the unknown p(x). Using Q(x) we have 
to do more calculations ince qmin • q-rain" How- 
ever, it will be pointed out at the end of the paper, 
that qmin and qmin do not differ very much. This 
means that p(x) is close to Q(x) and the method 
cannot be improved essentially. 
It is known that 
fCx)= ~; w(x) f(xi) 
i=0 w" (Xi)(x-xi) ~ w(x) [x, x 0, x I ..... Xq], 
where [x, x 0 . . . .  , Xq] is the divided difference of the 
function f(x) at the points (x, x 0, x I ... . .  Xq). If f(x) 
is regular in a complex domain which includes the 
interval [0, 1] and c is a closed curve in this domain, 
then 
1 fc f(x) dz 
ix, x O, x I . . . . .  xql = 2~ri ( z -x )  w(z) 
This implies that 
]~ (Q) = max Iw(x) • 1 fc zm 
x ~[0,11 2~i  (z-~-)w(z)dZ]" 
def ~ f z m 
We denote : J = = 27ri c (z -x)  w(z) dz.  
Lemnm I 
If 0 • x i g 1 then 0 • J • ~ x~u-q-- 
1 
i=0 x i- 1 
Note that the curve of integration c in J can be 
chosen in such a way that 1 < I z l if z e c, since 
xandx  ie [0 ,1 ] ,  i=0 ,1  ..... q. Denote: 
def xokO k I xqkq A s== ~ x I . . . .  the sum is taken 
over all the sets {ki) ,  where k i is an integer, ki; ,  0 
and ~ k i = s. Taking into account hat 1 <[z[ we 
i=0 
obtain : 
z m - 1 - kdz zmdz = ~ xk" fc w(z) J= ¢1 J'c k=0 
= Z x k f . . . . .  zm-2-k -qdz  
k=0 2¢ri Jc x-Y'- 
j~O (1 -~ 
= ~ xk ~ A~ :czm_k_q_2_Sd z 
k=0 s=0 21ri 
m -q  - 1 
= k=0 ~ xk Am-k-q  -1"  
Since 0 • x g 1, it follows 
m - q -1 
0 ,~ J • ~ Am_k_q_  1 = 
k=0 
m-q-1  
Z A k . 
k=0 
Consider :
m-q-1  k x0k0 x lk l  kq x .=2~ . . .Xq ,where 
i=0 k=0 
the sum is taken over all the sets {ki}, k i is an integer 
0gk  i•  m-q+l .  Then 
k q x i -1  -zq -i m~-q -I m - q 
mk--0= Ak~i  ~=0 k=0 x.=IIv i=0 x i-1 
m-q- I  
HenceOeJ¢  Z Akg ~ x TM q-1  
k=O i=O x i -  1 
I.emma 1 is proved. 
def 1 + 1 nI2i+l)  
Denotexi==-~- -~-cos 2(q+I) ' 
i = 0, 1 ..... q. {~i ) are the zeros of the Tchebysheff 
polynomial of degree (q + 1) on [0,1]. We set x i =-~ 
so Q(x) is completely defined. Obviously, w(x) is the 
unnormalized Tchebysheff polynomial on [0, 1]. 
Then 
-m -q  
g(Q)= m~ iw(=).Ji~lw(1)l.~ =i -1 
xe[0,1] i=0 : i -  I 
= (:_ :s) 
i=O 
Here we made use of Lemma 1 and the known in- 
equality Iw (x) I ,g I w (1)1 for Tchebysheff polynomials 
on [0, 1]. 
Denote N =q - 1. If 0 • i ,~ N then the following 
lr 1r(2i+1) 
inequality is valid : 2 (q + 1) • 1. Hence, the in- 
equality 
~i ~ 1 -+[1r~2 i+1)  ]2 t2(q+l ) , 0,g i~ N, (6) 
1 ff(2i + I) 12. is valid. If 0 ~ i ~ N we denote w i = ¥ . 2 (q + 1) 
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1 It is clear that w i ~ -~-. Using inequalities (5), (6) 
we obtain : 
-xi m • II -~i  m-q) g(Q)• (1 - -q) 
x'=0 0 ,g i•N (1 
exp[-hk (2i + 1) 2] ~ -Ji i + 1 exp[-hk (2t + 1) 2] dt, hence 
N+I 
exp[-hk(2i+l) 2] ~ ~ exp[-hk(2t +l)2]dt 
0• i•N 
• II (1 - wi)m- q]. (7) 
0<i•N [1-  
Lemma 2 
If n > 0 then (1 - wi )n ~ exp (- nLwi), where L is a 
constant. 
hoof 2 3 
Indeed: 1 -w i=exp( -w i wi wi 
2 3 "'') 
wi w21 
= exp [- w i (1 + -~- + " -7""  ")1. 
w i w 2 
But 1 + + 
=-4  In (1 - - -~)=4 In ~-, since w i•  ~-- • We 
denote L=4.1n  4 . .Weobta in :  
3 
3 
w i w i 
1 - w i = exp [-w i (1 + ~-  + T +'" ")] ~ exp[-wiL]" 
Hence (1- wi )n ;~ exp (-nLwi) and Lemma 2 is 
proved. 
Using inequality (7) and Lemma 2 we obtain : 
E(Q) ~ H [l-(l-wi )m-q] 
0~i•N 
II {1 - exp [- (m - q) Lwi]). (8) 
O• i•N 
~2 , ~vi = w0(2i + i)2. By definition : Wo= 16(q+1)2 
Let us introduce a parameter h : 
def n2L m - q 
h == (m-q)  Lw O= i0  • 1)~--. (9) 
(q + 
Then (m-q)L  w i = h(2i+ 1) 2 and we obtain from 
(8): 
E(Q) ~ FI (1-exp[-h(2i  + 1)2]). (10) 
0• i~N 
Inequality (10) can be used in order to estimate E(Q), 
hut it is interesting to reveal the dependence of the 
right side of (10) on the parameter h.
Note that 
II {1-exp[-h(2i+l)2]} =exp{ 0 ~ ln[1 
0 ~i•  N ,~i•N 
-exp(-h(2 i+l )2)]} = exp(- ~ t 
0• i•N k 1 
exp[ -hk(2 i+ l )2 ]  }. Obviously, 
k 
= 1 S 
2~/2kk 
v 2 exp (- -~----) dr ,  
where v = (2t + l )~k- f f .  Denote 
v 2 
exp (- -~-) dv. 
V(kh) , and Then Z expt_hk~2i+l/2jr / , 1 
2x/-2~- 0• igN 
~ exp [-hk_(.2i + 1!, 2 ] 
0• i•N k=l k 
1 ~ V(kh) 
2x/~-. ~ k=l  k3/2 
Finally, we obtain : 
E(Q) • II {1-exp[- h (2i+ 1)2] } 
0g i•N 
-1 ~ v__~h 1. 
• exp [2x/2. x/h k=l 
(1On) 
Note that 
m- q ;~ 36, then (2 ~-  .+ 1) ~fh If 3 and F(kh) is 
almost equal to ~ exp(--~)dv. The right side of 
C inequality (10a) is of a form : exp [- -~--] ,  where 
c>O.  
It follows from (lOa), that E(Q) decreases with h. 
The inequality (10a) allows us to choose h such that 
E(Q) • e. 
If h is chosen in such a way it follows from (9) that 
g Vt-L. q ] ,  (11) q= [T  
l _q  
where O = m is close to 1 ff m is much more 
(1 + ~_)2 
than q and q much more than 1. 
The formula (11) makes it possible to calculate q
for a given m and h. 
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Considering finally the question what is the differ- 
ence between qmin and qmin, it follows from the 
results of the article [1] that for sufficiently small 
e, qmin = const (e): x/m. The polynomial Q(x) is 
close to the best approximation polynomial in this 
sense. 
EXAMPLE 
Iet us calculate the value of the right side of in- 
equality (10) for h = 0,1. In the product 
II {1 - exp [ -h(2i+1)2])  we use only 4 terms: 
0~i~N 
i 0 1 2 3 
1-exp[-:h(2i+l) 2] 0.0951 0.5934 0.9179 0.9925 
Thus, ff h = 0, 1 then 
E(Q) ~ 0.0514. 
Hence if e = 0.052 then we can set h = 0,1. 
Formula (11) gives in this case : 
q ~ 2.66 x/~. 
If m = 10,000 then (12) gives q * 266, and if 
m = 1,000 then q * 85. 
(12) 
Remark on possible applications of the above method 
Usual methods of solution of system (1), based on 
the approximation of exp(-x) by rational functions 
on [0, ..], demand about n 3 multiplications (may- 
be more). Our method demands nZ(q + 1) + n(q + 1) 
multiplications. Hence, ff n is essentially greater 
than q, our method is preferable. 
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